A modified plasmid vector pCMV-3Tag-LIC for rapid, reliable, ligation-independent cloning of polymerase chain reaction products.
Here we present a modified vector pCMV-3Taq-LIC for a rapid, simple, and relatively cheap method to build expression constructs. After being digested by Nt.BspQI and EcoRV, a lineal vector with specific 11-base single overhangs is obtained. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products with complementary overhangs are created by building appropriate extensions into the primers and treating them with T4 DNA polymerase. The annealing of the insert and the vector is performed in the absence of ligase by simple mixing of the DNA fragments. This process is very specific because only the desired products can form. Using this vector, we successfully constructed hnRNP K full-length complementary DNA (cDNA) expression plasmid.